This issue focuses on output (the quantity and quality of communication a child produces in natural contexts) and uptake (the extent to which language forms, in concert with other modes of communication, are understood by a child’s caregivers and other communication partners). Our last issue focused on language input and intake. These transactional processes are intricately and intrinsically related, even at a prelinguistic level. Catherine Snow, a highly respected child language researcher, likens normal language acquisition to a rope consising of several strands. She says that, while growth of the strands is independent, the rope can not be adequately woven until all strands are present. Prelinguistic strands consist of:

- an understanding that communication is a way to share information
- an intent to communicate
- the capacity to develop context-free concepts
- an understanding (in general) of the nature of symbols
- knowledge that symbols can label objects and conditions
- an ability to control the speech production system in order to produce understandable sounds and words

As children develop, linguistic strands are added, which gradually strengthen (continued on page 2)

I asked those interviewed what we should be doing to support (1) the output of very young children who are at risk for developing speech and (2) the uptake of their communication partners. These researchers and master clinicians agreed there are no easy answers. A major theme for young children (and children who are at early developmental stages) should be facilitating the transitions from their prelinguistic to symbolic to linguistic communication. We should be asking how AAC techniques are supporting the language learning process, NOT the other way around.

Respondents also encouraged clinicians not to neglect using augmentative rather than alternative systems with very young children. Years ago, AAC was introduced as a response to the "speech or else" approach that prevailed within the profession of speech-language pathology. Today, the pendulum has swung in the other direction. We need to remind clinicians that natural speech is an important component of AAC and an ongoing concern of caregivers. Other suggestions were:

- Allow yourself to be child-directed. Child-directed approaches foster joint attention by following the child's interest in activities/things. Key features are the use of familiar routines, natural settings, play activities and primary partners. (continued on page 2)
Some questioned whether AAC practices today are child-directed enough. They said assistive technology, graphic symbols, vocabulary selection and therapy aimed at requesting and choice-making behaviors often reflect an adult-directed, tool-oriented approach to intervention.

Milieu teaching and prelinguistic milieu teaching\(^6\) are well documented interventions that take a child-directed, transactional approach to the development of communication skills in very young children and those with developmental disabilities. Please check them out! In the meantime, here are ten ways for professionals to be more child-directed:

1. Work within a family-centered model to address a child's needs in transactional contexts.
2. Observe and try to understand a child's preferences for people, objects, activities.
3. Arrange the environment to increase a child's opportunities for interaction.
4. Find ways to embed instruction during interaction.
5. Expose a child to a variety of AAC strategies and tools but avoid becoming distracted by technology.
6. Value the communication modalities a child prefers. Build toward modes caregivers can easily recognize.
7. Foster a child's independence and control.
8. Help caregivers become aware of a child's unique learning style.
9. Support primary caregivers in ways that enable them to encourage their child's interests, learning and interaction skills.
10. Teach communication partners to use the child's AAC techniques and strategies whenever and wherever it makes sense to do so.

Appreciate the diversity of the populations we serve. AAC professionals need to consider the similarities and differences in children who use AAC and the partners who are having an impact on their language learning process. Research indicates that the frequency with which children intentionally communicate predicts their language development. Rates of communication acts need to approach one per minute to make the transition from prelinguistic to initial symbolic communication.\(^7\) Some children who use AAC have low communication rates. Many have partners who do not recognize their gestures, vocalizations, manual signs and graphic symbols. Lots of factors influence uptake:

Cultural differences, economic factors, social factors, personality, attention deficits, and learning disabil-
While no one has studied or described the diversity inherent in the partners of AAC users, Martenssen and von Tetzchner have made an effort to describe characteristics of three groups of children who benefit from AAC.

- **Expressive language group.** These children have severe motor problems that interfere with their production of speech. They may also have difficulty with other forms of expression (i.e., gestures, access to symbols/devices, manual signs). Children in this group display a large gap between comprehension of spoken language and their speech capabilities, which persists across their life span. They use a variety of output modes, primarily linguistic, to deal with their extensive communication needs and the uptake requirements of multiple communication partners and contexts.

- **Supportive language group.** Many children who benefit from AAC seem to fall in this group. Included are those with severe articulation disorders, Down syndrome, language impairment, dyslexia, cognitive delays and behavioral difficulties. Some of these children develop functional speech later in life, at least with familiar partners. When they are young, however, many use manual signs and gestures, which they can produce independently and which familiar partners understand. As they grow up, most also rely on graphic symbols and speech output devices in order to expand the number of people with whom they can interact.

- **Alternative language group.** These children, whose diagnoses include autism and severe mental retardation, have little or no speech. They have severe difficulties comprehending, as well as expressing, spoken language. For them, AAC techniques augment both comprehension and expression. Many seem to prefer using gestures and graphic modes. These children often are described as having low rates (less than 1 per minute) of communication. Also, partners (a) have problems with uptake, (b) may ignore idiosyncratic signals or (c) may inadvertently reinforce maladaptive behaviors. These factors place these children at a greater risk for language development problems and behavioral difficulties.

Make AAe output and uptake as easy as possible. A major purpose of AAC is to make language output (and uptake) as accessible as possible to AAC users and their partners. Young children who rely on AAC face a difficult task. They must select a communicative signal and a means of expressing that symbol that are efficient for both the child and listener. Output needs to be understandable. Back in the early 1980s, I recall recommending synthesized speech devices that were almost as unintelligible to partners as the dysarthric speech they were intended to replace. Fortunately, today's equipment is easier to use and to understand.

**Summary**

When output and uptake are the focus of AAC intervention, experts suggest we remember that AAC is not just about techniques and technology. AAC is really about language and communication. Until we can provide children with the means to produce language independently, in ways that others can understand, we shall fail to realize the promise of AAC and fall short of meeting the challenges we embarked upon several decades ago.
Signals & symbols

Both are important to our discussion of the output of young AAC users and the uptake of their partners.

Signals are spontaneous forms of expression which typically involve vocalizations and body gestures. Objects, and graphics also can be signals (e.g., handing someone an empty cup). Signals are nonlinguistic and nonsymbolic ways to communicate specific information. Children use signals, often with intent, to greet; protest; express preferences, needs, feelings; make comments and choices and so on.

Signals underlie communication success throughout life. However, they are limited in both the amount and type of information they can convey. They are tied to the here and now. Signals underlie communication success throughout life. However, they are limited in both the amount and type of information they can convey. They are tied to the here and now.

From signals to symbols

The transition from signaling to symbolic behavior occurs across modalities: vocalizations to speech, gestures to manual signs and graphics to aided language. Available literature suggests that taking advantage of all modes concurrently represents best practice, although it is not clear how one mode influences the acquisition of another. While typically developing children make transitions from signals to symbols to linguistic modes relatively rapidly, children with severe communication impairments often rely on signals for extended periods of time. Some children do not appear to make these transitions, because they do not have access to the linguistic forms they need. The extent to which children who use AAC techniques produce output that reflects their level of understanding depends partly on: (a) the quality of the input they receive, (b) characteristics of the output modes they are using and (c) the child's own capacity to understand and use language.

Vocalizations/speech. In most cultures, parents treat early vocal behaviors as communicative. Later, they expect children to speak. Parents of preschoolers who use AAC often worry about the impact of AAC techniques on speech. Some feel that professionals even ignore vocal modes. Those interviewed suggested that we remember that,
During the prelinguistic and one-year-old stage of development, family members interpret gestures, movements, postures, and facial expressions. Several suggestions have been made:

- Gestures/manual signs. Gestures include pointing, eye gaze, body movements, postures, and facial expressions. Several suggested:
  - When AAC professionals fail to focus specifically on the development and maintenance of gestures we inadvertently devalue them for the family. (See Resources section).
  - During the prelinguistic and one word stage of development, children typically use gestures in about 75 percent of their communication acts (about half of these are accompanied by vocalizations).
  - Family members interpret gestures as meaningful and may find them easier to understand than more formal types of AAC strategies.
  - Most children, including those who have limited and idiosyncratic repertoires because of severe motor or cognitive impairments, produce gestural signals that are understood and valued by their partners.

In *Baby Signs*, Acedolo and Goodwyn encourage parents to teach gestures/signs to normally developing infants beginning in their first year!! Why not, they argued, provide infants with the assistance they need to use language before they can control their speech production system? Their research supports using AAC modes as early as possible with children who have delayed speech. They found that:

- Normal infants, have early, constrained, spoken language production and can benefit from training in sign language of one kind or another.
- Infants are capable of using gestures as symbols providing they are in their motor repertoire and easily organized into a repeatable unit.
- Parents are able to teach their infants, idiosyncratic symbolic gestures.
- Gesturing is related in a positive way to verbal language development.

- Infants, do not become dependent upon gesturing.
- Infants, who use “baby signs” display striking individual differences in their patterns of verbal language and sign language development.
- Some children show an apparent interest and skill in the articulatory/phonological domain. Others show the reverse.

AAC users are generally not dependent on the quantity or quality of signed input because they understand spoken language. Even so, research on language learning in deaf children is relevant.

Deaf children with deaf parents who use sign language, learn language at a rill? and In a man-er remarkably similar to hearing children of hearing parents. This is not the case for deaf children of hearing parents who are not adept at sign language. Their receptive and expressive language development is significantly delayed. They receive less exposure to the language forms they can use.

Signed input to children who hear and can not speak generally occurs intermittently and is described as restricted in vocabulary, lacking in morphology and atypical in syntax. Not surprisingly, the output of AAC users who rely on gestural modes reflects this input. Children who rely on gestural modes also face problems with uptake. Few people understand sign language. Even those who do may have difficulty interpreting the signs of children with developmental delays. However, when children show clear preferences for gestural modes, AAC professionals should support their preferences and encourage partners to do likewise.

Graphics/aided language. By two years of age, graphic symbols represent a supplement to speech and have a primary role in literacy activities of typical children. The process of learning to understand and use graphic modes as signals, symbols and linguistic forms is not well understood.

There is evidence, however, that as with vocal and gestural modes, understanding and using graphic modes, is an age-linked, maturational process which depends, to some extent, upon a child’s experience.

When a child points to a graphic, it does not necessarily mean he/she is demonstrating symbolic behavior. For example:

- A similar situation may occur when a child hits a switch to activate a speech output device. If the child doesn’t understand the symbol on the switch or the pre-programmed phrase, “I want a cookie please,” communication still can occur because parents are able to interpret the output as though the child had constructed the sentence, i.e., spoken language is used as a signal.

Graphic modes have some specific advantages and disadvantages that require investigation:

**Advantages:** Graphic modes: (a) are static, (b) seem to require recognition, not recall memory, (c) may serve as both input and output, (d) provide access to speech output, (e) can be understood by multiple partners.

**Disadvantages:** Graphic modes: (a) take a difficult to establish joint attention, (b) make it difficult to access large vocabularies, (c) limit access to morphologic or syntactic forms, (d) create barriers to active participation among slower rates, (e) alter interactive patterns.

**Summary**

Deciding the relative emphasis to place on graphic, gestural and vocal/speech output modes has received relatively limited attention. However, most practitioners and researchers seem in agreement that coordinating these modes represents the most plausible strategy to create an efficient AAC system.
Play

Nonlinguistic mode & intervention context

I tried to teach my child with books; He gave me only puzzled looks. I tried to teach my child with words; They passed by him, oft unheard. Despairingly I turned aside. "How shall I teach this child?" I cried. Into my hands he put the key, "Come," he said, "Play with me." 1,7

Play is not only an activity; it is a form of expression and a means of acquiring knowledge.25 Play is a child's work.29 In their definition of play, Lifter and Bloom write:

"Play is the expression of intentional states—the representations in consciousness constructed from what young children know about and are learning from ongoing events and consists of spontaneous, naturally occurring activities with objects that engage attention and interest. Play may not involve caregivers or peers, may not involve a display of affect and may not involve pretense.30

Like gestural, vocal and graphic modes, play behaviors reflect the transition from the presymbolic to the symbolic. Thus, play can be a key assessment context in AAC. During play activities children reveal their understanding of the world, preferences, interests, symbolic abilities and anxieties. Adults learn valuable information from observing a child engaged in self-initiated play activities:

- Early stages of play are characterized by exploration of self and the environment. We interpret early play as signals of CumOS[...], engagement with people and interest in things. The child may bang, pick up, drop, and mouth objects and may squeal in response to interactive games (peek-a-boo).
- As word knowledge and experience increase, children begin to use objects, in functional, or conventional ways. The child's use of objects, appropriately, signals an emerging representational capacity.
- A child may do simple "pretend" play and brush his hair or drink from a cup. By observing, we can tell if a child understands the concepts of "brush," "cup" and so on. Initially, these actions are directed toward the self and later toward others. Children may also begin to label some of these objects.
- In a recent article, Casby states that when children begin to "pretend" and use objects, functionally, they are signaling the emergence of social behavior (not symbolic behavior). This alerts caregivers that a child is interested in and beginning to understand social conventions.
- Symbolic play requires that a child use objects to represent actions, objects, and agents in a decontextualized and decentered manner. For example, when a child picks up a block and uses it to pretend to give a doll a drink, the child is (a) relating two objects in a meaningful way, (b) representing a daily event using toy objects, (c) using one object to stand for another (a block to represent a cup) and (d) treating inanimate objects, as though they were alive (e.g., stuffed animals, dolls). Over time, children enact more complex routines in their symbolic play, e.g., a visit to the doctor. These behaviors generally correlate with the rapid expansion of language and emergence of multi-term utterances.
- Dramatic and socio-dramatic play becomes even more dependent upon language. Children plan elaborate enactments of real and imagined events. They assign roles [I'm the teacher. You be the new girl in the class, I'll teach you to read.] Literate children may write scripts, for backyard theater performances. Symbolic expression at this level includes name, drama, cartoons, scenery, music, and elaborate props, as well as language.

Play encourages connectivity among different modes of expression. As an intervention context, it supports expression, learning, communication and peer interaction. Research shows that children with speech and language impairments demonstrate conventional actions with standard/typical objects, in their play and engage in object-based symbolic play. However, they do so less frequently than normally developing youngsters.32 To date, we have little research describing the play of children who use AAC. We do know, however, that children without intelligible speech and with limited motoric skills are severely restricted in their play experiences. Intervention resources are available to assist AAC professionals to construct meaningful play activities for young children.

Speech output

Synthesized & digitized modes

Speech output devices, like articulated speech, serve as both input and output, and are, in most cases, the most effective uptake tool we have in AAC. Many interviewed feel that speech output devices can help very young children learn language. When a child selects a graphic symbol, for example, speech results. The child hears it; the partners hear it. Of course, spoken utterances are more likely to be understood by partners who are less familiar with the child's communicative repertoire.

Those interviewed cited other reasons to support the use of speech output devices with very young children and called for more research.

- Synthesized speech increases the likelihood that children with severe disabilities learning language will attach meaning to graphic symbols and use them to communicate because the consistent output signal makes it easier for children to learn than articulated speech.33
- Speech output makes it easier (perhaps automatic) for children to establish joint attention with partners.
Development project entitled Symbolic Precursors of AAC five-year, NIH funded research patterns of communication monitoring qualitative changes in tigates whether skilled AAC com-municators actually bypass the need observe patterns of development for with severe speech-motor with severe physical disabilities. The study provides 18 months of longitudinal observation and trial AAC skills checklist available. Preliminary results, suggest that:

1. Standardized tests miss key skill developments in children who are nonspeaking. In fact, a majority of the test items for children 0-2 years of age are not achievable by children without hand or voice control, New norms are being constructed for measures that are achievable by young children who are nonspeaking.

2. Early AAC skill development encompasses abilities that are not usually expected of typically developing children. These include using external tools and augmentative strategies to express messages. Cress has an AAC skills checklist available.

The project also aims to help professionals in planning intervention, by identifying factors that predict successful AAC skill development. For instance:

1. Children with physical impairments do not play the same kinds of imitation games as typically developing children. The project investigates whether skilled AAC communicators actually bypass the need

Cynthia Cress is conducting a five-year, NIH funded research project entitled Symbolic Precursors of AAC Development. She is examining the patterns of communication development in young children (ages 1-3 years) with physical impairments. Participating children have severe speech-motor impairments that are associated with a long-term need for AAC. The study provides 18 months of longitudinal observation and trial AAC intervention for 40 children with severe physical disabilities. Children with primary autism, sensory or cognitive disabilities (such as Down syndrome) are excluded, although most participating children have multiple disabilities, including some with cognitive and sensory impairments.

One focus of the project is to observe patterns of development for nonspeaking children with physical impairments, across a wide range of skill levels. Data collection includes (1) administering a variety of standardized language and developmental measures, (2) doing informal probes and screenings, (3) observing free play and communication during naturalistic interactions with caregivers, (4) monitoring qualitative changes in communicative signals and strategies and (5) observing the effects of trial AAC intervention strategies customized to children's existing patterns of communication, including:

- training partners to respond to and prololute, spontaneous communicative signals
- developing behaviors and gestural communication using adapted play
- supporting emerging literacy skills
- making situational adaptations
- using low-tech strategies and electronic strategies.

Preliminary results suggest that:

1. Considerable evidence suggests that parent responsivity to children's signals is a key factor in early communication development. This project is tracking the effectiveness of strategies designed to increase parent responsiveness.

Another focus of the project is to ascertain the extent to which the data collected from these 40 children can be applied to other children who rely on AAC. Internal analysis will determine whether factors observed early in life can predict which children demonstrate a given level of skill development by the end of the project. The goal of this project is to contribute to the knowledge base in AAC, by providing information about the language development process in young children who are nonspeaking. This research may suggest ways professionals can make AAC intervention more meaningful.

For further information, contact Cynthia Cress, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 202 Barney Memorial Center, Lincoln, NE 68583, USA. (402) 472-4431. ccress@aulinfo.unl.edu
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